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Bike Week – something for
everyone
Another year of mostly sun for Bike Week,
though a downpour at the end of the Bike
Fair on the first Saturday gave us a chance
for a huddle and chat under our gazebos.
If you like what you see in this newsletter, add
your voice to those of our 700 members by
joining the Campaign.
Membership costs are low: £7.50 individual,
£3.50 unwaged, £12 household. For this, you get
six newsletters a year, discounts at a large
number of bike shops, and you will be
supporting our work. Please get in touch if you
want to hear more.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in
1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists. We are
not a cycling club but an organisation for
lobbying and campaigning for the rights of
cyclists, and for promoting cycling in and
around Cambridge.
Our regular stall on Saturdays outside the
Guildhall is the public face of the campaign;
volunteers are always welcome to help. And
don’t forget our meetings, open to all, on the
first Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00 pm at
the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane,
Cambridge.

Elected Officers 2003–2004
Co-ordinator – Martin Lucas-Smith
Liaison Officer – Clare Macrae
Membership Secretary – Dave Earl
Newsletter Editor – Mark Irving
Treasurer – David Dyer
Stall Officer – Paul Tonks  07870 441257

The Fair was productive and informative.
Our ‘doctors’ attended a good number of
bikes, one or two of which were
recommended for hospital treatment!
Townsends brought along their Light Blue
bikes for us to try out – I certainly much
enjoyed doing this. Many people had fun
trying the various Dutch Bikes, the one with
a big box in front for passengers being
particularly popular. A police stall gave out
cycle security advice and, at the Fair and
during the week as a whole, over 100
bicycles were security coded.
Once again the team of adult cycle trainers
from Cambridgeshire Travel for Work
Partnership trained 19 cyclists during
weekday lunch hours. Seven of the eight
complete beginners could cycle at the end
of the session; of the remainder, nine
trainees were beginners and two fairly
experienced. A few of these trainees are
expected to book further sessions at £12
per hour. Indeed, Huntingdonshire District
Council has agreed to pay for further staff
training sessions as a result of Bike2Work
Week. This was an opportunity for the four
new instructors to receive shadow training,
and all new instructors carried out a
minimum of two sessions each. Once again
H Drakes offered their hire cycles free of
charge, which made the training of
beginners possible.

Press Officer – James Woodburn
Officers without portfolio
Jim Chisholm, Nigel Deakin, Richard Taylor,
Lisa Woodburn and Wookey

Our breakfast event was rather different
from previous years. The five large city
supermarkets provided over 180 cyclists
with a splendid free breakfast. Most knew

(Non-committee) Secretary – post vacant
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Cambridge Cycling Campaign
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Telephone and fax  (01223) 690718
http://www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail  contact@camcycle.org.uk
This newsletter is printed on recycled paper by
Victoire Press, Bar Hill.
The City Council's portable bike parking
arriving for the cycle fair on Parker’s Piece.
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about the treat in store (pun not intentional!)
and had made a special stop on the way to
work, but a number of cyclists had an
unexpected surprise when they were
handed a sticker entitling them to a free
meal. We must extend our grateful thanks to
Tesco (Newmarket Road, Fulbourn and
Milton), to Waitrose and to Sainsbury’s for
their co-operation and for putting on such a
warming and much appreciated breakfast.
We went on a fascinating bike ride on each
of the Sundays of Bike Week. Both were
very well attended with between 25 and 35
riders, ranging from the babe in the child
seat to the pensioner. The first ride was led
by Simon Nuttall who gave us a host of
interesting snippets about places we often
pass but don’t really know about –
Stourbridge Common, the Abbey at Abbey
Road and the Leper Chapel on Newmarket
Road which we were able to go inside to
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learn its history. We cycled over the new Jane
Coston bridge to Milton Country Park. There
we stopped for a sociable picnic before
returning to Parker’s Piece via Chesterton
Tower and the Fort St George bridge with its
new cycle provision and cattle grid.
On our second ride we visited five of
Cambridge’s nature reserves. Ellis Selway
(Community Reserves Officer) led us first to
Logan’s Meadow by the river opposite
Riverside – a possible site for otters and
kingfishers. We continued to Bramblefields,
not far from Chesterton sidings, then across
Coldham’s Common to Barnwell West (along
the edge of the Common and Barnwell Road)
and Barnwell East (between Barnwell Road
and the airport). Here we ate our picnic lunch,
looked at bee orchids and helped to pull up
the invasive michaelmas daisies that
dominate a large area. We ended our tour in
Paradise, Newnham. Our thanks must go to
Ellis Selway for this well-thought-out and
informative tour. I think everyone on the ride
found at least one lovely place they had no
idea existed.
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also go to Townsends, dutchbike.co.uk and
airnimal.com for bringing their bikes to the
Fair, to Drakes for the use of their bikes for
training and to Cambridgeshire Constabulary.
We really do much appreciate all this help,
and particularly the interest and support from
the County and City Councils.
Lisa Woodburn

Of course, our thanks must also go to many
others. First and foremost to Lindsey
Rushmore (Cambridgeshire Travel for Work
Partnership) and Clare Rankin (City Council
Walking and Cycling Officer) who took on the
major work of organising the cycle training,
the breakfast, the publicity, the printing and
much more. We must thank all our volunteers
who gave their support and helped the events
run smoothly, and Simon for his informative
and enjoyable cycle ride to Milton. Thanks
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A well attended potter around the city’s historical sites sets off to their next destination from the Leper Chapel on Newmarket Road.
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Members of County and City Council
committees
Since the City Council elections there have
been a few changes to the membership of
some committees which are of particular
importance to the Cambridge Cycling
Campaign.
The Committee which we follow most
closely is the main decision-making body for
transport matters – the Cambridge
Environment and Transport Area Joint
Committee, usually referred to as the
Cambridge AJC. This Committee has
councillor members from both Cambridge
City Council and Cambridgeshire County
Council – hence ‘joint’. South
Cambridgeshire also has an Environment
and Transport Area Joint Committee but so
far we haven’t given much attention to its
proceedings. The main responsibility for
transport matters rests with the County
Council rather than either the City Council or
South Cambridgeshire District Council.
County Council Officers bring issues to the
AJC and recommend whether schemes
should be accepted or rejected by the
Councillor members. For example, at the
July meeting, the issues discussed were
two-way cycling in Trinity Street and St
John’s Street, possible traffic lights at the
Fen Causeway-Lensfield Road junction,
Milton Road bus priority (Mitcham’s corner
to Arbury Road), Riverside traffic
management near the proposed cycle

bridge, and much more. Papers for each
meeting are circulated to Councillors about
ten days in advance. These include
descriptions of the schemes to be
discussed, Officers’ reports and results of
consultations. Councillors meet their party
political colleagues on the AJC before the
meeting to decide on their policy, but there
is then much discussion at the AJC
meetings and sometimes opinions are
changed or modified. We usually collect a
copy of the papers ten days before the
meeting; this gives us very little time to draft
the submissions that we make to Councillors
before their party meetings. If we want to
talk directly to the Committee at the
meeting, we can only do so if we submit a
fifty-signature petition in advance.
Membership of the AJC is as follows:
City Councillors: Alan Baker (LD), Kevin
Blencowe (L), Marie-Louise Holland (LD),
Elizabeth Hughes (L), Sian Reid (LD), Colin
Rosenstiel (LD). County Councillors: Joe
Gluza (L), Julian Huppert (LD), Anne Kent
(LD), Alex Reid (LD), John Reynolds (C),
Colin Shaw (L). Chair: Sian Reid (LD), Vice
Chair: Julian Huppert (LD).
We also keep a close eye on matters
coming before the City Council’s Planning
Committee. The main issues we are
concerned with at Planning Committee

meetings are cycle parking and cycle
access in any new developments. For
example, cycle parking at Cambridge
Leisure (the old Cattle Market site),
keeping access open through
developments which affect the ‘Chisholm
Trail’ and cycle parking and access to it for
the Grand Arcade development have all
come before the Planning Committee. On
many recent occasions we have been
given an opportunity to address the
Committee when cycling issues arise in
relation to some particular planning
application.
Membership of the Planning Committee is
as follows:
Jenny Bailey (LD), Alan Baker (LD), Kevin
Blencowe (L), Mike Dixon (LD), Robert
Dryden (L), John Hipkin (LD), Sian Reid
(LD), Phillippa Slatter (LD), Richard Smith
(L). Chair: Alan Baker (LD) Vice Chair: John
Hipkin (LD).
If time and resources allow, we think that
we should pay more attention to the
proceedings of the City Council’s
Environment Committee which are often
relevant for cycling in Cambridge. The
members are:
Donald Adey (LD), Alan Baker (LD), Ben
Bradnack (L), Sheila Churchill (LD), John
Durrant (L), Lewis Herbert (L), MarieLouise Holland (LD), Sian Reid (LD), Tim
Ward (LD). Chair: Sian Reid (LD). Vice
Chair: Tim Ward (LD).
Details of all these and other committees
can be found on the Councils’ web sites.
Lisa Woodburn
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Beehive Centre cycle
routes
In Newsletter 54 we reported that the management of the Beehive Centre
had written to us stating that the long-established cycle/pedestrian routes
from York Street and Sleaford Street were for pedestrians only. We’ve
since discussed this with City Council officers who tell us that they, too,
believe these are cycle/pedestrian routes, and that they have been looking
at ways to improve them. Council officers will be contacting the Beehive
Centre management in an attempt to resolve the confusion. It looks,
however, as if cyclists using the ramp from Sleaford Street are supposed
to join the road at the foot of the ramp and ride through the loading area.
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Coldham’s Lane bridge
The cycle and pedestrian bridge over the railway at
Coldham's Lane was opened in early June by Councillor
Shona Johnstone, County Councillor cabinet member for
transport, accompanied by veteran cyclists. (We hope to
review this bridge in a future Newsletter.)

Trishaws poised to hit
Cambridge streets?
Cycling advocates Christoph Fitih and Thomas Jenner
are hoping to set up a trishaw operation in Cambridge
to provide an emission-free transport service primarily
aimed at tourists. Although currently only at the
planning stage, they have the support of Margaret
Wright, chairperson of the Green Party in Cambridge,
and they are actively seeking advice from other
successful trishaw operations around the country.
Christoph is enthusiastic about their venture, claiming
research has shown that local people are in favour of
the move as Cambridge is one of the most congested
cities in the country. As he says, ‘Cambridge is the
perfect location for such a project.’
Lisa Clatworthy
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Compensation claims for collisions
involving cyclists
Collisions do happen and, these days, they
happen a lot more frequently than we would
like. All road users owe a duty of care to
other road users, whether they be
pedestrians, cyclists, horse riders or drivers.
The severity of injuries can vary from minor
cuts and bruises to catastrophic head
injuries. In such circumstances, you or your
representative should know what your rights
are and what steps you can take to bring a
claim against a person who injures you.
If, as a cyclist, you are injured in (or witness)
a collision with a motorist, what should you
do?
• Get as many details as possible from the
person who caused the collision
• Call the police; they will want to
investigate whether any charges should be
brought against the driver. Where a
collision involves injury, there is a legal
obligation to call the police. Make a note of
the police incident reference number for
future use.
• Try and obtain the vehicle registration
number so that your solicitor can carry out
a search with DVLA to confirm the
registered owner of the vehicle, and so
that they can find out whether the vehicle
is insured and, if so, with which company.
• Obtain the contact details of any
witnesses – this is especially important if
the police do not attend for any reason.
• Get medical treatment for any injuries from
a hospital A&E department or from your
GP, as appropriate.

Obtaining legal advice
These days, compensation claims are highly
specialised. You need an expert. There has
been a lot of talk in the press recently about
claims management companies offering
personal injury services. Some of these
companies do provide an acceptable service
but most simply do not. Unlike solicitors,
they are not regulated and need not have
any legal qualification. As a solicitor I
recommend that you find an experienced
and reputable solicitor to handle your claim in
order to ensure you receive the best service
possible.
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You have three years from the
date of your collision to bring a
claim but it is always advisable to
act as soon as possible. If you do
not already know of a firm which
carries out specialist personal
injury work, you can find one in
several ways:• The Law Society (0870 606
6575) can provide you with a list
of solicitors in your area who
specialise in personal injury
work. This search can be carried
out online at www.solicitorsVictoria Moran.
online.com.
• The National Accident Helpline (0800 376
policy, shop around to ensure that you get
0149) can also refer you to a local firm
the best protection possible.
who are on their panel.

What are you compensated for?
Even over the phone, a solicitor should be
able to tell you whether you have a good
basis for a claim and all good solicitors
should provide this initial advice and, if
necessary, a short meeting to discuss the
claim, on a free-of-charge basis. In a
nutshell, in order to win your claim, you have
to be able to prove that the collision was
wholly or partly someone else’s fault. With
no witnesses to the collision and no police
reference number, this will be more difficult.

What happens with uninsured
drivers or in hit and run cases?
If the driver is either uninsured or has left
the collision scene and cannot be traced,
your solicitor will advise you about the Motor
Insurers Bureau (MIB). The MIB was set up
by motor insurers to compensate the victims
of uninsured and untraced drivers.

What about cyclist/cyclist and
cyclist/pedestrian collisions
causing injury?
If you are involved in a collision with another
cyclist or with a pedestrian, and suffer or
cause injury, it may be that claims will be
covered either by a specific cycle insurance
or by a home insurance policy (or a parent’s
policy if a child). It is therefore worth
checking your home or cycle insurance
policy (in the section dealing with liability to
third parties) the extent of your legal
expenses cover. When you renew your

If you are successful in establishing a claim
against the person at fault, any
compensation will include compensation for
your pain, suffering and loss of amenity and
it will be necessary to obtain independent
medical evidence to report on your injuries.
You will also be compensated for your
financial losses arising from the incident.
Financial loss claims include, for example,
loss of earnings, medication costs, travel
expenses and care costs. Your solicitor will
discuss these matters with you.

But what about legal fees?
Initial advice about whether you have a claim
should always be free.
If you win your claim, the basic rule is that
the majority of your legal fees will be paid by
the insurance company on top of the
compensation. However, in all cases, no
matter how straightforward, there is a risk
that your claim will be unsuccessful and, if
that happens, you may be ordered to pay
your opponent’s legal fees.
There are two primary ways of ensuring that
you are protected against this risk. These are
legal expenses insurance, as mentioned
above, or entering into a Conditional Fee
Agreement where specialist insurance is
obtained by your solicitor to protect against
you from having to pay your opponent’s legal
fees if your case is unsuccessful. Legal
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expenses insurance and Conditional Fee
Agreements are both commonly referred to
as being ‘No Win – No Fee’ schemes. Legal
Aid is no longer available for personal injury
claims. A useful article on ‘No Win – No
Fee’ schemes appeared in Which? In
February 2004 (pp14-16) — see below.

partially to blame for their injuries, in
much the same way as if someone
injured in a car collision was not
wearing a seat belt.

What can you do to avoid
collisions and injuries?
You should read through The Highway Code
to find out what your responsibilities are.
The law states that at night, you must have
rear and front lights lit. The best advice is to
be sensible. Don’t ride more than two
abreast, don’t listen to a personal stereo or
talk on your mobile, don’t jump red lights,
don’t cycle under the influence of drink or
drugs and don’t carry passengers unless
your bicycle is adapted to do so. Do remain
aware of the traffic around you and the road
conditions and make sure that you signal
clearly before making any manoeuvres. In
terms of clothing, there are no legal
requirements as such, but wearing
appropriate reflective clothing and a cycle
helmet do have legal implications.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign
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‘Try and obtain the vehicle
registration number...’

A cycle helmet is the one thing that has
been shown to make a difference in some
sorts of collision. Although it is not a legal
requirement to wear one, if a head injury is
suffered, the defending insurance company
or solicitors may try to shift some of the
blame onto the injured person by alleging
that the injuries would have been less
severe had a helmet been worn. There is no
clear law here yet but we expect the courts
to make a decision on this in the near future.
It is likely that they will decide that an injured
cyclist who was not wearing a helmet was

As an example, Mr X was knocked off
his bicycle and sustained a fracture to
his lower skull resulting in problems
such as the onset of epilepsy and
memory loss. He was not wearing a cycle
helmet but did own one. Expert evidence
was obtained from a doctor specialising in
the protective qualities of cycle helmets,
who, after considering the specifications of
Mr X’s helmet, took the view that the point
of impact was below the protection point
offered by the helmet and therefore, even if
the helmet had been worn, the injury
sustained would have been the same.
With the law as it stands at present, it is
down to such specialist evidence to consider
whether a helmet would have made a
difference to the injuries sustained.
Victoria Moran,
Claimant Personal Injury Solicitor,
Taylor Vinters, Cambridge

The balance of payments
Do ‘no win, no fee’ deals really offer a risk-free way to claim for
a personal injury or pursue a libel case? We weigh up the pros and cons.

This article is reproduced, with permission,
from Which? magazine, February 2004.
Driving home from work one afternoon in
2000, Stephen Price suddenly saw another
car careering into his path. The other driver’s
foot had slipped off the brake, and she’d lost
control of her car. Stephen was seriously
hurt. Unable to work while he recovered,
and struck by ongoing back problems, he
decided to seek compensation.
The trouble was, the upfront costs of taking
the case to court were substantial. And the
risk of losing – in other words, the risk of
paying both sides’ legal costs – was one
Stephen just couldn’t afford to take. So he
found a solicitor who would handle his claim
on a ‘no win, no fee’ basis. The claim
progressed quickly. Within six months, he’d

received £2,700 for his injuries and loss of
earnings. And he didn’t have to pay his
solicitor a penny – all his legal fees were
paid by the losing side. ‘I was impressed by
how quickly and smoothly things went,’ says
Stephen. ‘The “no-win, no fee” arrangement
was crucial. I would never have been able to
pay for legal help upfront and take the risk of
losing.’
The type of ‘no win, no fee’ deal that
Stephen found sounds too good to be true.
If you lose, you don’t pay. If you win, you
can claim your legal costs from your
opponents, including the additional ‘success
fee’ that solicitors charge in these cases.
But there’s nothing dodgy about it. ‘No win,
no fee’ agreements are a perfectly sound
way to pay for legal help. From their first
appearance in 1995, they’ve become so

ingrained in the legal system that, for
straightforward cases, they’re effectively
filling the gap left by cuts to legal aid.
However, the name is slightly misleading –
it’s rare that you can avoid spending anything
at all on your case. That’s because, if you
lose, although you won’t have to pay your
own solicitor’s costs, you will have to pay
your opponent’s – even in a quick, simple
case, that could be thousands of pounds. To
cover yourself against it, you need to take
out insurance, which can be costly.
In this article, we explain how solicitors work
their ‘no win, no fee’ agreements, and what
to look out for. Then we look at the
problems with some other, similar legal
payment deals.
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Using ‘no win,no fee’
‘No win, no fee’ arrangements can cover
most civil (that is, not criminal) proceedings,
from people selling you dodgy TVs to
disputes with your neighbour. The only
exceptions are family cases.

Campaigning

fee’ is for you, you can receive free advice
from Citizens’ Advice Bureaux or the
Community Legal Service. Also, some
solicitors will provide a free initial
assessment.

If you win
However, solicitors will generally take on
cases only when there’s a reasonable
chance of success (and therefore less risk
that their bill will go unpaid). Difficult cases
are likely to be turned away. For example,
you’d probably struggle to make a ‘no win,
no fee’ claim for negligent medical
treatment, which is always complicated. If
you’re unsure about whether ‘no win, no

If you win, you can claim legal costs from
your opponent, but only if those costs are
reasonable. That includes the success fee
that solicitors usually charge for winning a
case. This fee is designed to compensate
your solicitor for the risk of not being paid.
The riskier the case, the higher the success
fee. As a guide, a reasonable success fee in
a straightforward traffic accident claim would
be 20 per cent. Make sure your agreement
with the solicitor states the success fee and
why it’s set at that level. If it’s too high, the
court won’t award it all and you’ll have to
pay some.
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That might not seem like much, but the
costs can soon mount up, as Shirley Drabble
discovered.

Claims management companies
Making her way down a flight of slippery
stairs at the Bluewater shopping centre in
Kent, Shirley took a serious fall. She shot her
arm out in an effort to support herself but, in
doing so, wrenched it and suffered injuries
to her shoulder.
The stairs were wet because of a leaking
roof, so Shirley decided to seek
compensation. The firm
she chose to help her found a solicitor and
arranged the insurance, for which she paid a
£1,312 premium. She balked slightly at the
size of the premium but, on the company’s
advice, financed the insurance with a loan
which it arranged.

If you lose

Shirley won £3,000
in compensation,but
the cost of insuring
the ‘no win,no fee’
deal ate into her
winnings.

If you lose, your opponent will try to claim
their costs from you. To cover this risk, it’s
vital to take out insurance before you
make a claim. The cost of insurance
varies, depending on the risk involved
(your solicitor will tell the insurance
company how strong your claim is).
As a rough guide, the typical
premium for a claim following a
road traffic accident is around
£350. As with the success fee,
you can claim back any
reasonable insurance premium
from the other side if you win.
If you don’t win, you could
lose your premium, although
there’s sometimes a way
around this. For example,
Allianz Cornhill offers a
policy that will refund
your premium if you
lose. There’s no
guarantee that it will
think your case is strong
enough, though. Your
solicitor will usually offer to arrange
insurance for you. If they do, ask why they
have chosen the particular insurer and get a
clear idea of what the policy covers and
what it doesn’t. If they don’t offer you
insurance, find a solicitor that will.
The solicitor might also offer to arrange
finance to pay for the insurance, though you
can go elsewhere and organise your own
loan. If you do take out a loan, you probably
won’t be able to claim back the interest.
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The claim plodded on for more than two
years. In the end, she was awarded £3,000,
but £288 was swallowed up by interest on
the loan. ‘I felt let down badly by the firm,’
Shirley now reckons. ‘If I’d known the cost
of the loan, I would never have taken it out.’
The type of company she chose is called a
claims management company. They also
offer ‘no win, no fee’ deals, but they pass
your claim on to a solicitor rather than
handling it themselves. They’ll also arrange
the insurance and any related loans, and
they’ll even deal with the solicitor on your
behalf.
Sounds good in theory, perhaps, but
Shirley’s experience isn’t a one-off – we’ve
seen plenty of other cases like it. What’s
more, there have been accusations that
claims management companies don’t win as
much compensation as solicitors, because
the pressure is on to keep a high turnover of
cases. They’ve also been under fire recently
following the high-profile collapse of The
Accident Group and Claims Direct, with
claims in the media that they took on too
many weak cases. And, of course, common
sense suggests that they might add an
unnecessary layer to the process.
All of which makes a fairly compelling case
for trying to find your own solicitor before
turning to a claims management company –
but the clincher is that they’re not subject to
the same regulations as solicitors.
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For a start, unlike solicitors, there are no
rules governing how much claims
management companies can charge. And
solicitors have to follow The Law Society’s
code of conduct. This states, for example,
that solicitors can’t make a profit from
arranging your insurance. Also, if you’re
unhappy with your solicitor, you can refer it
to the complaints body, the Office for the
Supervision of Solicitors. If you’re still
unhappy, you can take it to the Legal
Services Ombudsman. The solicitors used
by claims management companies are
subject to the same rules as all other
solicitors – but if your problem’s with the
company itself, there’s no ombudsman for
you to fall back on.

Referral companies
The type of claims management company
Shirley dealt with shouldn’t be confused
with a similar-looking, but less worrying,
beast – the referral company. These simply
put you in touch with a solicitor. They don’t
charge for their service because they’re a
marketing tool for the solicitors that they
represent. For example, Accident Line,
which is endorsed by The Law Society, will
put you in touch with a solicitor who has
particular expertise in personal injury claims.
You can phone it on 0800 192939 or check
its website on www.accidentlinedirect.co.uk.
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Claims assessors
Claims management companies are also
easy to confuse with claims assessors.
These will often charge you only if you get a
settlement but, since they don’t generally
use solicitors, they can’t take legal action. All
they can do is advise you about how much
your claim is worth and negotiate on your
behalf. If they don’t succeed, you’ll still have
to use a solicitor to take court action.
A further drawback is that, if you win, they’ll
want a proportion of your winnings. Unlike
the other types of firm, they can’t claim their
fees from the losing side.

Alternatives to ‘no win,no fee’
If you have difficulty finding a solicitor who’ll
take on your claim on a ‘no win, no fee’
basis, there are some other low-cost
options.
Community legal service fund. This has
replaced legal aid, though it’s accessible for
fewer types of case than legal aid was. It
will help only for types of claim that tend to
be complex or expensive – clinical
negligence, say – and if you meet certain
financial criteria. In cases where ‘no win, no
fee’ is unsuitable, the fund may provide
assistance.

Dealing with the solicitor
As with most things legal,’no win,no fee’ agreements can have hidden complications.
Before you sign anything,make sure you go through the following points.
• Ask whether you’re entitled to publicly funded legal help.

Trade union. If you’re claiming because of
an injury sustained at work and you belong
to a trade union, it might help you. You may
need to make a contribution, depending on
the terms of your membership.
Legal expenses insurance cover. Look to
see if you already have this as part of your
household or motor insurance. It could
enable you to pursue a legal claim either
without paying or paying only an excess fee.

Our verdict
‘No win, no fee’ arrangements have radically
changed the legal system. And much of that
change has been for the good. Now people
like Stephen – not rich enough to pay
lawyers, not poor enough to qualify for help
from the state – have access to justice
which they would previously have been
denied.
This has led to a growth in the claims
industry and the creation of the claims
management company. We’re not convinced
that claims management companies provide
real value to people with a claim to make. In
fact, in a lot of cases, consumers like Shirley
have been badly let down by claims
companies.
If you want to make a claim, ‘no, win, no
fee’ is a good route to take. But choose a
firm carefully – how much of your winnings
you keep will be in the balance.

Further information
www.nacab.org.uk
Staff at Citizens' Advice Bureaux can offer
advice about the best way to proceed with
your claim

• Find out exactly what the solicitor’s basic costs will be.
• Ask how much will it cost to insure against the possibility of losing.
• Look for a clear idea from the solicitor of how much compensation you’re likely to be
awarded.
• Find out whether your solicitor, rather than you, bears the risk of the other side refusing to,or
being unable to,pay.
• Ask what happens if the claim is settled out of court. You’re looking for certainty – there
should be a clear answer.
• Check whether the solicitor will pay the expenses of making the claim – court fees,medical
reports and the like.
• Your solicitor should supply you with a certain level of information. For example, they should
tell you that you might be liable for costs if you withdraw your claim. If they don’t, ask yourself
how competent they seem.

www.justask.org.uk
The Community Legal Service provides
information about legal services in your area
www.lawsoc.org.uk
The Law Society provides a code of
professional conduct which solicitors must
follow. The site also contains details about
the Office for the Supervision of Solicitors
www.olso.org
The Legal Services Ombudsman can deal
with complaints if you’re unhappy with how
the Office for the Supervision of Solicitors
handled them.
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Twenty thousand cycle journeys across
the River Cam each week-day
Every year the County Council records the
flow of motor vehicles, cyclists and
pedestrians on all the bridges over the river
Cam in Cambridge. These counts are usually
carried out during April in school term but
out of University term. We’ve sometimes
reproduced some figures from the County
Council’s ‘Traffic Monitoring’ report but,
given the changes currently taking place, we
thought it would be interesting to produce
some more detailed figures from the counts
conducted last year before the closure of

Pye’s bridge (often
known as Cutter Ferry
bridge).
Thanks are due to the
County Council, and to
Graham Amis in
particular, for supplying
the data from which
these tables and graphs
were produced.
The original data also record whether cycles
were being pushed or ridden. Some 7,000
cyclists were using bridges where ‘no
cycling’ notices were displayed, and some
4,000 cycles were being pushed. With
changes now implemented at Fort St
George and improvements proposed at
other bridges, perhaps we can hope that
fewer cyclists will need to have their trips
disrupted by the need to dismount and push
their bikes.
And yes, I know my headline says 20,000
and the total in the table is only 19,142, but
as the counts only covered the hours
between 7am and 7pm, I’m sure there
would have been at least another 858 in the
remaining 12 hours.
Jim Chisholm

Mill Lane weir is one of the screen line
counting locations.
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Cutter Ferry Bridge
Cutter Ferry (or Pye’s) bridge has been
closed since November when it failed a
safety inspection. It is now likely to be
rebuilt in three stages, the first being the
replacement of the main span.
Two members of the Cycling Campaign
committee met Gareth Guest, one of
Cambridgeshire County Council’s bridge
engineers, at this bridge in mid-July to look
at the draft plans.
Although we are pleased that the
replacement bridge is to be designed to
allow cycling, we are concerned that it may
be significantly narrower than an ideal
width. In fact only the minimum required
(2.75 m) for a new shared-use bridge is
currently being costed. By comparison the
Fort St George bridge is 3.0 m wide and the
Green Dragon bridge, where cycling is not
at present permitted, is 2.4 m. The
segregated cycle bridge beside the station
is 4.2 m wide.

There are problems over the approach
ramps, but as the main support abutments
are considered insufficient to carry the new
span and will also need to be replaced,

Pembroke Street

we’ve asked the County Council to give
some estimates of the extra cost of, say a
3.0 m wide span. If the County can be
persuaded that the extra width is needed, it
could mean some other cycle works may be
delayed.
Work on the approaches will follow later, but
on the north side college lands restrict the
space and it appears that the Colleges are
far from co-operative over access and
additional space. In addition any work will
require Environment Agency approval as it
could obstruct flood flows of the river.
On the south side there are opportunities to
improve the approaches for both cyclists and
pedestrians, and any developments that take
place on the old Cambridge Regional College
site off Newmarket Road should provide
‘Section 106’ funds that could be added to
the required pot.

Councillors have decided not to introduce traffic signals at the Pembroke StreetTrumpington Street junction. It can sometimes be very difficult for cyclists to get out from
the end of the contraflow cycle lane here. Council officers recommended that signals not be
introduced on the grounds that it would lead to delays of up to two minutes and that that
there would be ‘little overall benefit’.

In April 2003, in a 12 hour period, this bridge
carried 1077 pedestrians and 947 cyclists.
The figure for cyclists is no doubt
suppressed by the difficult access. Given the
high flows of pedestrians and cyclists, along
with the frequent ‘gongoozlers’ watching
rowers, surely a greater width than the
minimum can be justified?
Jim Chisholm
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King’s Hedges Road
A new cycleway and accident reduction
scheme on King's Hedges Road was
completed last month after a long delay in
construction. This is one of five schemes
around the city that were approved last year
with the express aim of increasing cyclists'
safety, but which the Cycling Campaign
opposed as being of inadequate quality.

There is, however, one interesting innovation
here which makes this cycleway different
from those that were introduced in the bad
old days. Each time the pavement cycleway
comes to a side road (and there are quite a
few, some of them quite busy) a short piece
of red tarmac has been constructed across
the verge which allows cyclists to rejoin the
road and cross the side road without having
to give way. Once past the side road,
another short link across the verge allows
cyclists to rejoin the pavement. To help
cyclists make this manoeuvre, a short
section of red-surfaced cycle lane has been
marked out across each side road, ending at
the point where cyclists are expected to go
off-road once more. These on-road sections
can only be used by northbound cyclists.

The biggest change is along the built-up
section between Cambridge Regional
College (CRC) and Milton Road.
The change on the eastern side, for cyclists
heading towards Milton Road, is fairly
straightforward and generally beneficial.
Parking has been banned and a mandatory
cycle lane, surfaced in red, has been
introduced for the entire length from the
Regional College to Milton Road. The lane
has a bright red - though slightly uneven surface and starts off at a good width but
becoming rather narrow further along. There
were three cars blocking the cycle lane on
the day we visited to take photographs; it
looks as if some residents (or their visitors)
haven't yet got used to the idea that they
now need to park on the other side of the
road. But even so cyclists are clearly
benefiting from the removal of most of the
parked cars from this stretch.
On the other side of the road, for cyclists
heading from Milton Road towards the
Regional College, the changes are rather
more complicated and of much less obvious
benefit. The biggest change is that the entire
length of pavement along this section has

The new cycle track is the same narrow
bumpy pavement that was there before, but
with some white cycle marking added.
been designated as a shared-use cycleway.
However, no attempt has been made to
widen or resurface it and it remains simply a
narrow, bumpy pavement but with white
cycle symbols painted on it. It's something
of a throwback to the 1980s when the local
council simply put up blue signs on
pavements and claimed them to be
cycleways. The poor quality of this path
means that few cyclists will be attracted to
use it. But the change has legalised the
position of any cyclists who in the past have
ridden illegally on the pavement here.

At each side road northbound cyclists are invited to join the road and
pass the end of the side road with priority.
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The result is a pavement cycleway which
allows cyclists to maintain priority over side
roads by hopping onto the road and then
back off again. It's an interesting attempt at
addressing a major weakness of pavement
cycleways and we give the council credit for
trying. But ultimately it fails because they did
it on the cheap, with a narrow, bumpy path
and a tortuous, weaving route at side roads.
This path simply isn't good enough to make
many cyclists want to switch to it. It will be
interesting to see if cyclists who do decide
to use the pavement bother to use the onroad sections or whether they will remain on
the pavement and take their chances at the
side roads.
There's a germ of a good idea here, and we
hope its failure here won't put the council

After passing the side road cyclists are invited to rejoin the
pavement. Those who prefer to stay on the road should notice
the cycle lane leads into a parking bay.
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off trying to do it properly somewhere else,
on a road where a pavement cycleway is
appropriate and there is adequate provision
on the other side of the road for cyclists
going in the other direction. We'd like to see
the council try building a high-quality cycle
track with adequate width, a smooth
surface, and which turns into a cycle lane at

Campaigning

side roads without the cyclists having to
deviate from a straight line. We've seen it in
Denmark. They can do it here if they want
to.

Finally, what's it like for the cyclists who will
choose to remain on the road all the way
from Milton Road to CRC? They're no
better off than before and might
even be worse off. The main
problem is that apart from the
short section of cycle lanes
across side roads, this entire
section has been designated for
parking. The cycle lanes across
side roads are useless to
cyclists who want to stay on the
road since they lead straight into
the back of a line of parked cars.
And riders who cycle further
from the kerb to avoid this are
more likely to be hooted at by
drivers who think they should be
The junction with Northfield Avenue: now easier for
in
the cycle lane.
cyclists going straight ahead.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign

There is one other change worth mentioning.
Beyond CRC, the junction with Northfield
Avenue has always been difficult for cyclists
because the long slip road for left-turning
traffic means that straight-ahead cyclists feel
very exposed and vulnerable. A long red
cycle lane now takes cyclists across the
junction and makes it more obvious to
drivers that they are crossing the path of
cyclists. But not all the lane is marked with
white lines, making it invisible in the dark.
And nothing has been done to help cyclists
at the similar junction with Arbury Road
further along. Cycling along King's Hedges
Road between CRC and Histon Road
remains a dismal experience, with high
traffic speeds and wide fast junctions. It's
even worse for pedestrians who don't even
have a pavement. It's a complete disgrace
that a road like this, constructed within the
built-up area of the city only a few decades
ago, was designed only for cars. Let's hope
the traffic planners don't make the same
mistake when they build the new suburbs on
the Trumpington side of the city.
Nigel Deakin

Cycling shorts
Eric Martlew’s Child Helmet Bill did not
receive its adjourned Second Reading on 18
June and no future date has been set for
continuing. The Bill is therefore effectively
dead. However, it
is important not
to be too
congratulatory as
the arguments
against helmet
compulsion have
not been recorded in
any debate. From
www.cyclenetwork.org.uk/
news/ccn71.pdf .
The Department for Transport (DfT) is
attempting to get a national journey
planner for cyclists together. It will use local
knowledge of cyclists already using routes
that although cycling friendly may not be
well known. Further details are online at
www.cyclejourneyplanner.org.uk .

We had wondered whether the Promotion
of Volunteering Bill being promoted by
Julian Brazier MP might one day make it
easier for the Campaign to get insurance to
cover some of our special events and
activities. However, this Private
Members’ Bill was ‘talked out’ in
the House of Commons on 16th
July and now stands little
chance of becoming law.
We promised a fuller review of the
new Jane Coston Cycle Bridge across
the A14 between Cambridge and Milton.
You’ll have to wait for another issue of the
Newsletter: sorry.
The Cycling Campaign has discussed with
the Eastern Region Cycling Development
Team an experiment to remove the centre
line from a road which is not quite wide
enough for two cycle lanes and two traffic
lanes, so that two cycle lanes reduce it to
something like a country lane. For quiet
roads this might be a solution to the ‘too

narrow for proper cycle lanes’ claims we
often meet.
The DfT published Walking & Cycling: an
Action Plan in Bike Week. This collection of
measures aims to promote cycling and
walking as healthy and convenient ways to
travel. It includes
• a programme of new links to extend the
National Cycle Network to hundreds of
schools;
• an investment of more than £500,000 to
upgrade cycle provision at 200 railway
stations;
• improved promotion of walking and cycling
both locally and nationally, including a new
web portal for those seeking information
on where, how and why to cycle;
• better training in child pedestrian and
cycling skills, including a new National
Standard for Child Cycle Training;
• improved training for local authority
transport staff in providing for, and
promoting, walking and cycling.
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Letters
Letters to the editor are welcome. Send
them to the usual Campaign address, but
please make it clear that you would like the
letter to be published.

potentially lethal, swinging along inches from
my body.
Hasn’t a multi-deck car park been built
recently at this site? I think some money
could be channelled into a path for cyclists
and pedestrians, other than a car park,
surely?

Unpleasantly healthy route
I am writing about my experience of cycling
at Addenbrooke’s hospital. I was invited to
join a friend for a swim at the hospital’s Frank
Lee Centre’s swimming pool. I cycled from
my home [about a mile away]; the Frank Lee
centre is at the back of the hospital site.
I decided to take the route along side streets,
then to skirt the edge of the Concrete Jungle
(Addenbrooke’s). Having used the pedestrian
crossing over Hills Road, I used Red Cross
Lane then Robinson Way, but I could have
used the path by the field. It was on
Robinson Way that I found I had to trail blaze
my way to my destination. I did not feel safe.
I could not find any provision for cyclists from
Robinson Way. There were road works at
Robinson Way, plus a lorry turning. I
eventually reached the sports centre via the
ground floor of a deserted car park.

Red Cross Lane.
Homeward bound, I found a path, but
instead of taking me to Robinson Way it
petered out! I pushed my bike through
another car park. I used the footpath at the
field side – lovely and peaceful. First I had to
wait at the road works’ traffic lights. Here I
felt very intimidated when a bus came,
perfectly within its rights, but so wide and

Employers invited to
take a stand
The Travel for Work (TfW) Partnership is seeking bids for the 2004 Take a
Stand Scheme. Cambridgeshire County Council and Cambridge City
Council finance this matched-funding scheme to help local employers
encourage cycle commuting through the provision of modern cycle
parking.
Mark Webb, Development Manager at TfW, said: ‘We welcome
applications for Take a Stand 2004. In 2003 we handed out £8,800 that
helped five local employers provide over 200 new cycle parking spaces.
We are encouraging all Cambridgeshire employers who are thinking of
providing or improving cycle parking on their sites to apply for some Take
a Stand cash in 2004.’
Companies that have benefited in past years include Aperio Limited,
Arbury Road Veterinary Practice, Marshall Aerospace, St John’s
Innovation Centre and the charity Traffic International.
Bids must be in by 30 September 2004. To take part, or to find out more
about Travel for Work, contact Lindsey Rushmore, Projects Officer, on
(01223) 712455 or email Lindsey.rushmore@cambridgeshire.gov.uk.
Cambridgeshire Travel for Work Partnership is a partnership of ten local
organisations: Addenbrooke’s NHS Trust, Cambridgeshire Chamber of
Commerce, Cambridge City Council, Cambridge City Primary Care Trust,
Cambridge Cycling Campaign, Cambridgeshire County Council, the
Council for the Protection of Rural England, Government Offices for the
East of England, South Cambridgeshire District Council and the University
of Cambridge.
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I was in need of some exercise this
morning, and I achieved this. I also needed
an easy ride to a swimming pool, for a relief
from noise and stress. In Newsletter 53 you
published an article: Ten reasons why it is
great to cycle. Included are reasons to do
with cycling being healthy. I was invited to
swim at a club where health workers go,
and I feel disappointed at how unpleasant it
was cycling to and from the centre. Even
though I realise there were numerous road
and building works taking place there today.
Diana FitzGerald
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Downing
Street
The contraflow lane at the St Andrew’s
Street end of Downing Street will be closed
for much of the summer while road works
are done in preparation for the Grand Arcade
development. This will be the first disruption
of many over the next few years. The trench
being dug will start near the Post Office and
run up St Andrew’s Street before turning into
Downing Street, so expect some problems
there as well. The Council’s intention is to
complete the work before University term
starts. It is a pity there were no discussions
with us about alternatives to the complete
closure of the contraflow lane (such as
suspending the lane in the other direction).
However, it will not last too long, and it will
still be possible to walk past, we understand.

Diary

Campaign Diary

Cambridge Cycling Campaign

www.camcycle.org.uk/events

August 2004
Tue 3

7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane, at the
Park Street junction. (Tea and coffee, a chance to chat, and for us
to introduce ourselves to new members for the first half-hour. The
meeting proper starts at 8 pm.)

Wed 4 5-7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the
railway station. The security code is a deterrent to theft and
enables bikes to be traced nationally.
Fri 6

8.30 am Newsletter 55 review and planning for 56, over breakfast at Tatties
café.

Sun 8

1 pm

Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs
Pavilion on Parker's Piece. Back in Cambridge around 5 pm.

Mon 16 7 pm

Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5-7 Norfolk Street.

Sat 28 10-2

Free cycle security coding at Park Street Cycle Park. See August 4.

September
Wed 1 5-7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the
railway station. See August 4.
Tue 7

7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends' Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 3
August for a description.

Sat 11

Newsletter 56 copy deadline. Please contact the editor if you would
like to write an article.

Sun 12 1 pm

Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs
Pavilion on Parker's Piece. Back in Cambridge around 5 pm.

Mon 20 7 pm

Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5-7 Norfolk Street.

Sat 25 10-2

Free cycle security coding at Park Street Cycle Park. See August 4.

Wed 28 7.30 pm Newsletter 56 Envelope Stuffing at the Baby Milk Action offices
(address to be confirmed). Help very much welcomed!

October

Small ads
www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/smalladverts.html

Wanted
I’m looking for a classic lightweight racing
bike, 21" to 23", from any period up to the early
1970s. Any good quality bike or frame would
be considered. Also need parts to build it up if
it’s just a frame. Please feel free to rake
through the contents of your sheds and
contact me on brucerobbins@supanet.com.

Fri 1

8.30 am Newsletter 56 review and planning for 57, over breakfast at Tatties
café.

Sun 3

Oxford-Cambridge bike ride organised by the British Heart
Foundation  www.bhf.org.uk/oxcamride

Tue 5

7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 3
August for a description.

Wed 6 5-7 pm Free cycle security coding at Cambridge Station Cycles, next to the
railway station. See August 4.
Sun 10 1 pm

Leisurely Ride. A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. Meet at Hobbs
Pavilion on Parker's Piece. Back in Cambridge around 5 pm.

Mon 18 7 pm

Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5-7 Norfolk Street.

Sat 30 10-2

Free cycle security coding at Park Street Cycle Park. See August 4.

Sun 31 1 am

The clocks go back for the end of British Summer Time. Don't
forget your bike lights!
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Your streets this month
Approved – for now
Plans to hold a year-long experiment to allow
contraflow northbound cycling along Trinity
and St John’s Streets between 10am and
4pm, Mondays to Saturdays, have been
approved by councillors on the Cambridge
AJC, the joint City Council and County
Council committee that normally decides
transport schemes (see article on page 4).
The Liberal Democrats used their majority on
this committee to approve the experiment.
This decision follows a County Council
consultation which showed that 75% of
respondents were in support of the change.
County Council officers recommended
rejection of the proposals, claiming the road
was too narrow and that there was a risk of
legal action against the council in the event
of a collision. Officers remain so strongly
opposed to the scheme, however, that they
will be taking the rare step of asking the
County Council’s Cabinet to overturn the
scheme. This means that the final decision
will be taken by the Conservatives who
control the County Council.

Rejected
Councillors have voted unanimously to reject
a recommendation by council officers to
introduce traffic signals at the Trumpington
Street-Lensfield Road and Fen CausewayTrumpington Road junctions, replacing the
existing mini-roundabouts. This double
junction is the third-worst junction in
Cambridge for injury accidents. Since the
start of 2001 there have been 22 injury
accidents here, 16 of them involving cyclists,
and council officers stated that introducing
signals would be the most effective way of
reducing these accidents. They would,
however, create ‘significant additional delays’
and councillors decided that the convenience

of motorists and bus users was more
important here than reducing accidents.
Councillors asked that alternative ways of
reducing collisions be explored, such as
trying to encourage cyclists to use
alternative routes, but council officers were
sceptical that such alternatives would be
effective.
Councillors decided that the most effective
way of reducing accidents would cause
unacceptable delays

Consultation
Consultation is underway on a major scheme
to reduce traffic in Regent Street in order to
speed up buses. The proposals involve
closing the eastern end of Downing Street
to motor traffic during the evening peak and
diverting cars leaving Lion Yard car park
down Tennis Court Road instead. This
would mean making Downing Street twoway for the short length between the car
park exit and Tennis Court Road, with
potential conflict where drivers cross the
flow of cyclists using the contraflow lane.
The one-way flow of motor traffic at the
south end of Tennis Court Road would be
reversed.
In addition it is proposed to make
Emmanuel Street one-way except for
cyclists. The possible installation of a taxi
rank or disabled parking on the north side of
the street could cause difficulties for
contraflow cyclists.
Changes are also proposed to the Regent
Street-Lensfield Road junction by the
Catholic Church. No details are given but
they are likely to be intended to improve
conditions for cyclists and pedestrians.

More details at
www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/sub/eandt/
highways/cambridge/core/bustrav.htm .
Complete the online questionnaire at
www2.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/etinfo/ccs4.nsf/
ccs4?OpenForm , email
cambridge.projects@cambridgeshire.gov.uk or
write to Core Traffic Scheme, Cambridge
Transport Projects, Box ET1028, Shire Hall,
Cambridge CB3 0AP by 13th September.

Other
A new cycleway and traffic calming scheme
has been completed in King’s Hedges Road
following a long delay. For cyclists heading
towards Milton Road, a cycle lane has been
introduced between King’s Hedges Drive
and Milton Road. This is a clear
improvement, mainly because the parked
cars have been moved to the other side of
the road. For cyclists heading away from
Milton Road the route is essentially on the
pavement but every time the pavement
cycleway meets a side road, instead of
cyclists having to stop and give way to traffic
on the side road, the cycleway rejoins the
road as a cycle lane, runs past the end of the
side road, and then rejoins the pavement.
Whilst it’s good to see an innovative attempt
at mitigating one of the major disadvantages
of pavement cycleways, the result is still
unsatisfactory. The pavement sections are
narrow, of poor surface quality and shared
with pedestrians, whilst the diversions onto
the road at each side-road mean cyclists
have to weave in and out continually. A
number of central islands have also been
introduced, causing pinch points for cyclists.
(See article on page 12.)

Downing Street could be two-way between the car park exit and Tennis Court Road, potentially causing conflict
where drivers cross the cyclists’ contraflow lane.
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